
 Photographer of mystic motives and author of thoughtful writings  

Peter Kayser, the author of the works on this web site was born (“saw the light of the 
world”) in the year 1953 in the capital of a small former principality in Germany. In 
the years 60 he lived for some time in the United States of America and since then up 
to now in Germany. The internal mental view of things already began in his early years 
of life to accept first clear forms in consciousness.

Peter Kayser discovered the photography, music, painting and literature as personal 
expression means in the years 70 and in the years 80 he developed his contents-related 
and stylistic ideas with which he remained associated up to now. “Light representations” 
is perhaps the most apt term for what Peter Kayser means by photography. In his 
“light representations” he is feeling around the apparent “disclosure” of what only 
becomes evident at a more closely look.

Peter Kayser: „Imagine you are at an unknown place. It is total darkness. Some time 
later not familiar things little by little take their visible shape through the entering 
twilight effect. These are revelations of light in your consciousness. In the turned around 
sense, all visible things lose their familiar importance during their elimination through 
darkness. These are revelations of darkness in your consciousness. (…) If the spirit of 
the human being begins to allow internal ‘moving’, it becomes sensible to things which by 
that time sank in the superficial sight and thinking. In sensitized consciousness, 
‘intellectual’ beyond the ‘pictorial’ becomes recognizable – the beginning of clear sight 
and understanding.”

Peter Kayser leads through photography, music, painting and writings just into this 
direction.

This web site should exclusively provide a small impression. The pictures were clearly 
reduced in order to oppose a possible abuse. Interested people – whether as observer or 
as model – please get in touch with the following person in English or German 
language:  info(at)peter-kayser.de .


